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Recently, crypto whales are flocking to the presale of an exciting new Bitcoin project called
99Bitcoins (99BTC) as they bet that it will become a leader the fast-growing learn-to-earn (L2E)
niche.

As expected, new Bitcoin project 99Bitcoins’ presale has made a resounding success.In the few
weeks since its launch, investors have already scooped up nearly $2 million worth of tokens.

As recent good performance of  Bitcoin is expected to further drive up interest in crypto and
99Bitcoins token, 99Bitcoins (99BTC) has attracted more and more crypto enthusiasts.  Then, What
is 99Bitcoins? Is 99Bitcoins a good investment in 2024? In this article, let’s take a close look at this
project.
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What is 99Bitcoins?

99Bitcoins is a well-established crypto education platform that has an operation history of nearly a
decade. As a well-known platform in the crypto education space, 99Bitcoins positions itself as the
most comprehensive online learning resource available. Users can get access to an array of
educational courses, crypto trading signals, strategies, and mentoring all in one place.

In addition to the offering of leading cryptocurrency education for its users, 99Bitcoins also targets
to establish a community of crypto investors and traders who can share their insight and foster
valuable connections.

Already a household name in the crypto education space, 99Bitcoins is taking the natural next step
–learn-to-earn (L2E). 99Bitcoins is launching a new L2E token (99BTC) which is designed to reward
individuals for learning about cryptocurrency.
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99Bitcoins Key Features

99Bitcoins is a multi-faceted project that has several key components. To make an informed
investment decision, it is necessary to understand the key features of this platform. Next, we will list
the key features of 99Bitcoins.

Learn-to-Earn: 99Bitcoins will adopt a learn-to-earn model to reward users for their participation.
99BTC tokens can be earned through completing courses and engaging with the community, thus
encouraging people to use the platform and grow the online community. These earned tokens will be
sent directly to users’ wallets and can be traded on-chain or used to access premium platform
features.

Crypto trading signals: 99Bitcoins will offer users advanced trading signals straight from experts,
thus helping them obtain an edge over the market while simplifying the analysis process. With
thecrypto trading signals, users can make informed crypto trading decisions.

BRC-20 development tools: another impressive feature provided by 99Bitcoins is BRC-20 tools
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that will provided to members who wish to build d’apps. The platform will provide extensive
educational guides and resources to help members who want to get started with BRC-20. This will
improve accessibility to the technology and bring further utility to the platform.

VIP community and mentoring: the VIP community group and mentoring opportunities is one of
the most exciting features offered by the platform. 99Bitcoins will connect members so that traders
can learn from other crypto enthusiasts and connect with like-minded individuals. Members will also
be able to receive private mentoring from experts which will allow users to improve their skills and
learn from the best.
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What is the 99BTC Token?

99BTC is the native utility token of the educational platform that is designed to reward individuals
for learning about cryptocurrency. The token is built to the BRC-20 standard on the Ethereum
blockchain. 99BTC will grant access to premium content, exclusive token holder events, airdrops
and staking.

BRC-20 tokens are fully on-chain, meaning that all information regarding these tokens is stored
directly on the Bitcoin blockchain. This could potentially offer a higher degree of permanence and
resistance to censorship or alteration, compared to tokens that rely on external storage solutions
like IPFS for additional data (Ledger).
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99BTC Tokenomics

The token is a BRC-20 coin that is built on the Bitcoin blockchain. The token has a total supply of
99,000,000,000. 23% of these tokens will be used for marketing, 27.50% will be allocated to project
funds, 14% will be held for staking, 17% will be used for community rewards, 8% will be used for
liquidity and 10.50% are available to buy during the presale.
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99BTC Presale

99BTC is currently available in presale, and fundraising efforts have so far been a resounding
success.

In the few weeks since its launch, investors have already scooped up nearly $2 million worth of
tokens.



And crypto whales are amongst the throng of investors queueing up to hoard tokens.

99Bitcoins is also running a $99,999 BTC airdrop competition to incentivize participation. 99 of the
project’s early supporters will be picked at random. To enter the competition, users must follow the
website’s instructions.

As a potential market leader, 99BTC has the makings of a crypto that could do very well. Investors



can buy 99BTC with ETH, BNB, USDT or via card.
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Is 99Bitcoins a Good Investment in 2024?

99Bitcoins is more than a platform; it’s a movement towards an informed and empowered crypto
community. Learn-to-earn is a new niche that seeks promote crypto adoption by financially
incentivizing new users to learn about the technology. While 99Bitcoins has long been regarded as a
leader in the crypto education space. The new Bitcoin project’s YouTube channel already has over
700,000 subscribers. Based on current presale condition, there is no doubt that 99Bitcoins is a
promising investment in 2024. At present, crypto whales are flocking to the presale of 99Bitcoin
(99BTC) as they bet that it will become a leader the fast-growing learn-to-earn (L2E) niche.

With huge potential of maximizing investment with staking and L2E and its detailed long term
roadmap, more and more crypto investors are attracted to this project. Besides, as  a Bitcoin-themed
token, experts believe this coin could see huge growth during the upcoming halving. However, as
with any cryptocurrency, potential investors should proceed with caution, due to the inherent
volatility of the crypto market, and perform due diligence before committing funds.
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How to Buy 99Bitcoins Token?

99BTC is a new BRC-20 token that offers lucrative rewards for investors. 99Bitcoins Token is
currently under presale stage, investors can buy 99BTC for a discounted price during the presale
and airdrop event.

If you want to participate in the presale event, install a MetaMask wallet or, for the easiest and most
secure way to connect to the 99Bitcoins website, you can install and setup Best Wallet on your
mobile device. You’ll need ETH, BNB or USDT in your wallet to participate and swap tokens, or you
can use a bank card.

However, before making any investment decisions, investors are advised to take time to assess
financial situation and determine whether or not to conduct investment decision.

That’s all information about 99Bitcoins (99BTC). If you want to know more information about
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99Bitcoins (99BTC) coin and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC Academy.
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